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Good morning!
It is such a beautiful Sunday here in Puerto
Princesa, and it is a blessing for me to be here today, in front of a group of
professionals I do not often have the opportunity to personally and
specifically share views with.
First-off, I would like to congratulate your National President, Dr.
Gio Almachar, the OAP Board of Directors and officers, and the 6'1h
National Convention team headed by Dr. Menchie Abesamis-Dichoso, for
the excellent work they've put in to ensure that this event would be
worthwhile not only for the membership of the OAP but also for
Philippine optometry.
Quite truthfully, it is a great, great honor and pleasure for me to be
here today, before members of the Optometric Association of the
Philippines (OAP), in an event of a scale and of such importance as the
organization's 6'1h National Convention, at a time when we, as a nation

are faced with various and multifarious issues that have immediate, shortterm and long-term repercussions.
Thus, when I found out that I am being offered this unique
opportunity to speak before an audience of optometrists, I eagerly and, in
fact, gratefully grabbed the chance to be here today. Not only because this
event is a very welcome respite from the daily grind of our work in the
Department of Justice - and, believe me, the phrase 24/7 doesn't even
begin to describe how grueling and relentless the demands of being
Secretary of Justice can be -but, more importantly because I would be
engaging with productive citizens, who have every reason to be invested in
the many issues and controversies we are facing these days, especially
those of special interest to the DOJ, and who, as a profession and as an
organization, can inspire me to look at things from a different perspective.
I have been a lawyer for most of my life. I have been in public
service for nearly seven years - two years as CHR Chairperson and for
almost five years as Secretary of Justice. I think everyone here could
understand me when I say that, doing something or viewing things from
mostly the same perspective for a very long time, could impair one's vision
of the whole picture - both metaphorically and literally. Just like it is not
healthy for people to stare at a book or a computer screen for extended
periods of time, it is also inhibiting to view things from the same point of
VIew.
In this sense, myopia is the enemy of perfect and complete vision both physically and intellectually speaking.
We only have to hear and read about the extreme stance being taken
by those who are suggesting that we should abandon the peace process, or
at least from continuing to engage with the MILF because of the
Mamasapano Incident, to know that intellectual myopia can have very
dire consequences. As unfortunate and tragic as the Incident was, it is
quite understandable that we should be affected by the grief that it caused,
but it is a mistake to make pronouncements and decisions while we are
blinded or impaired by strong emotions. Clarity of mind, clarity of vision
should be the order of the day because, if we truly think about it, those
who died trying to apprehend known terrorists did not sacrifice their lives
because they opposed peace. In fact, the complete opposite is true: they
died for our security and for peace. And we would be blindly throwing
away their sacrifice if we are to act and decide rashly, while our vision is
clouded by our anger, indignation and anguish.
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That is why I feel very fortunate to have received your invitation
because, immediately, I had to start thinking about other legal, social and
even political issues from your point of view. I started thinking about
what we - well, me as a lawyer and public servant, and all of you, as
optometrists - have in common, how we influence one another, and how
we can work together.
As a former election law practitioner, and in light of very recent
developments involving the COMELEC's plans and preparations for the
2016 Presidential elections, I recalled how vision plays a very important,
yet very subtle - hence, often overlooked - role in the exercise of
Filipino's very basic and very crucial civic and political right: the right of
suffrage, the right to vote. I realized that, whether the COMELEC
succeeds in launching an automated elections or reverts to manual
election, people whose vision is impaired - in the physical sense, that is will always be at a disadvantage. They will be at the mercy of the officials
and people who are entrusted to assist them in casting their votes - that
is, if they are not, in the first place, completely discouraged by their
disability from exercising their basic right as a Filipino citizen.
In a much broader sense, therefore, I wonder how many Filipinos
are inhibited from performing to their fullest potential, or are victimized
by others because of vision impairments that could perhaps be prevented,
augmented or the deleterious effects of which could have been minimized
by proper and timely professional attention?
In that sense alone, I think the role of optometrists
care for people's eyesight are grossly underestimated.

and those who

Realizing this added to my excitement in being here today. But I
was also very pleasantly surprised to note that optometrists, as a
profession, and the OAP, as an organization, also keep their finger on the
pulse of current events, including the fact that we are gearing up for
ASEAN Integration. More importantly, I am happy to see in you proactive
citizens and professionals, who not only see the problems, but also take
the time to discover and draw attention to the possible solutions.
At this juncture, may I now share what the Department of
can do to help Philippine optometry. Protecting optometry
immediate goal, but the long-term aspiration is the enhancement
delivery of primary vision care to our people in which optometrists
key role.
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The physical well-being of the citizenry preoccupies the minds of
your leaders in government. Our country could only be as progressive as
its citizens are healthy. While the maintenance of peace, the enhancement
of livelihood and the preservation of the patrimony are high on the list of
the government's priorities, the people's physical well-being is of equal
importance, as progress would not be worthwhile if our people are too
frail to enjoy it. And good vision is one of the most important components
of a person's well-being. And at the forefront in the drive to safeguard and
enhance the vision health of our countrymen are optometrists. The
revised optometry law recognizes this when it states, in Section 2 thereof,
as matter of State policy that:
The State recognizes the essential role of optometry as a
profession in safeguarding and enhancing the health and
general physical well-being of the citizenry. Optometric
services shall therefore be promoted as a regular
component of the primary health care system.

But there are unhappy statistics on the state of our countrymen's
vision health. The Philippines has the third most incidence of blindness in
the world. Visual defects such as cataract and glaucoma are prevalent, and
oftentimes go undetected, resulting in reduced, even lost, vision. Vision
deficiencies such as myopia and astigmatism continue to pose health and
safety risks. Lack of proper vision screening and provision of visual aids
such as eyeglasses impair the ability of students to see and read,
negatively impacting their performance at school.
Optometrists are at the forefront of efforts to improve the vision
health of Filipinos. Of the 12,000 OD's registered with the PRe, a good
6,000 are in active practice, some in remote areas unreached
and
un serviced by other healthcare providers. They minister to the vision care
needs of our fellowmen in their clinics, in hospitals, in health centers, and
with the government, including the armed forces. They practice here and,
increasingly as their education and practice proficiency continue to be
recognized globally, around the world. Some of them practice, some of
them teach, some of them practice and teach, but all of them are on the
frontlines in' our continuing efforts at extending vision health services to
everyone.
And your government,
and all its agencies
and
instrumentalities, stand behind optometry as it tends to the vision care
needs of Filipinos.
But Philippine optometry is presently beset by a multitude of issues
that, at its most extreme form, threaten the very existence of the
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profession in the country. How, then, can the Philippine government, the
Department of Justice in particular, come to the aid of optometry as it
faces these existential challenges?
There are, presently, three areas of urgent concern for Philippine
optometry. As I discuss these areas of dire concern, I will also endeavor to
touch upon qow the government, through the Department of Justice, can
offer assistance.
First, there is the recurring and insidious problem of the illegal
practice of optometry. These are committed by those persons who are
not, by law, allowed to engage in any of the acts which the law defines as
acts constituting the practice of optometry. Sections 3Ca) and 4 of RA
8050, the Revised Optometry Law of 1995, enumerate the acts that
constitute the practice of optometry, and this enumeration is quite
expansive. Please note that the insidiousness of the illegal practice of
optometry does not lie principally in that it takes an optometrist's
livelihood away, but that it endangers the visual health of Filipinos. This
is our primary concern, and I believe it is yours too. Quackery is, first and
foremost, a health and safety issue. It is an economic problem only
tangentially. And the danger it poses takes on starker dimension when we
consider that the human eye is one of the most fragile and sensitive of the
five senses.
So we join you in the war against the illegal practice of optometry.
But bear in mind that the investigation, charging and eventual
prosecution of offenders must be initiated by a complaint. We need you to
come forward with relevant, actionable evidence, initially in the form of a
complaint affidavit, to kicks tart the criminal prosecution process. We can
only act if you, or some other interested party or parties, act first. You can
file your complaint with the public prosecutor's office or the National
Bureau of Investigation. We, the government, and you the private sector,
must partner in this. The DOJ cannot initiate it, but we promise that,
once it has been properly initiated, we will fully investigate, and where the
evidence warrants, indict and prosecute all offenders to the fullest extent
of the law. The clarion call then, is for vigilance. All of us must do our part
in ensuring that our people receive vision care only from those who have
undergone appropriate training and licensure. If we countenance the
illegal practice of optometry - even by inaction - we become complicit in
the endangerment of the health of the very people whose vision health we
promised to care for and protect when we took our oath as optometrists.
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Another area that I know now bears heavily on the profession is the
issue of the indirect practice of optometry. Simply put, indirect
practice occurs when a non-licensed person or entity does any of the acts
that constitute the practice of optometry as enumerated in Sections 3 (a)
and 4 of RA 8050 indirectly through an employee or agent who is an
optometrist. This non-licensed person or entity exercises such direct and
complete control over the employee or agent that it can be said that the
employee or agent merely carries out its directives or instructions. This is
deleterious because, in the process of carrying out his or her principal or
employer's instructions, the optometrist is put in a position where he or
she is forced to cede or compromise his or her professional judgment,
and, ultimately, his or her professional autonomy. Again, this is not an
economic but principally a health issue in that the optometrist, by letting
his or her professional judgment be overridden, may consider his patient's
interests subservient to his employer's directives, and may potentially put
his patient's visual health in jeopardy.
This also lends itself into a
situation where an unlicensed person or entity, who is beyond the pale of
government regulation, may in fact commit acts in violation of the law or
the code of ethics for the profession with impunity. This is untenable.
Unfortunately, and I say this with great dismay, this is a situation
where the government cannot help you. This is because the law, R.A.
8050, does not explicitly prohibit the indirect practice of optometry. In
fact, the Supreme Court, in the case of Acevedo v. Alfafara, stated that:
... under R.A. No. 8050 (Revised Optometry Law), there is no
prohibition against the hiring by corporations of optometrists. The
fact that Acebedo hired optometrists who practiced their profession
in the course of their employment in Acebedo's optical shops did
not mean that it was itself engaged in the practice of optometry.

Your counsel, Atty. Abesamis, informed me that when he prepared
the draft of the bill that ultimately became R.A. 8050, he included a
provision that explicitly prohibited the indirect practice of optometry. But
that provision was not, for some reason, included in what eventually
became R.A. 8050. To address this situation, and I again, sadly, I have to
use the word "unfortunately", an amendment of the current law has to be
enacted. This situation has taken on a dire perspective when we consider
that these non-licensed entities that indirectly practice optometry have
the financial resources which no individual or even group of optometrists
can match.
And, if the situation persists, sole and small group
practitioners will be overrun by these well-funded companies and sole and
small group practitioners will become relics of a by-gone era, an age when
optometrists, faced with such calamitous prospects, chose to do nothing.
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And the situation has taken on more urgency as ASEAN Integration looms
in the horizon. When the ASEAN Economic Community sets in, even
more financially hefty players from all over the region will have access to
the domestic market, putting the very viability of Philippine optometry as
an independent profession in peril.
In this issue, I, as a lawyer, can readily identify with the issue, and I
can intimately relate to your sentiments because I, too, have dedicated my
career to a profession - that is, the legal profession.
Ethics is a very big deal in our profession. At least, it is intended to
be, and it should be. In fact, Legal Ethics is a Bar subject and, in law
school, we are taught that "Lawyering is not a business; it is a profession
in which duty to public service, not money, is the primary consideration."!
Unfortunately, we hear about questionable actions of lawyers and
officers of the court, not to mention the recent accusations of corruption
and bribery in the judiciary - involving Court of Appeals Justices no less,
who are accused by no less than a Senator of the Philippines of conducting
their official duties as magistrates of the second highest court in the land
as if it were a profit-oriented venture. These issues seem to suggest that
the tenet that the legal profession is a noble profession where public
service is the primary consideration, and not a business, is something that
some people actively try to forget or ignore after sometime after they take
their oaths as lawyers or after they are admitted to the Bench.
It seems that the same dilemma is at the core of the OAP's call to
give emphasis to the fact that optometry is an independent profession,
where the health, welfare and interests of patients should be of utmost
importance.
Thus, I believe we share the vision of re-establishing the dignity and
nobility of our respective professions.
In my own individual capacity as a lawyer, and in my official
capacity as Secretary of Justice, I have been attempting to this by
advocating for the primacy of the Rule of Law above the rule of the rich,
powerful and influential, and by fighting corruption - both within the
DOJ and in the rest of the structure of the Philippine Government.
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Thus, in my view, for what it may be worth, I believe that what
Philippine optometry needs is individual professionals like you, and an
organization like the OAP, who have the good of the profession and of
their patients as their highest considerations, and who are fearless and in
possession of the willpower to be proactive in doing what is right.
As Edmund Burke once said, "The only thing necessary for
the triumph of evil is for good men to do nothing." Do not be those good
men and women who allow wrong and deleterious practices to continue
by being apathetic.
If optometry is to survive as a dYnamic, responsive health care
profession, Filipino optometrists should start projecting themselves into a
viable future by taking action now. Inaction is not an option.
Be to your profession, what your profession offers to the public guardians and protectors of good vision.
One last area of concern I wish to discuss is one that technology has
brought on: on-line dispensing.
As some of you may know, the DOJ played a critical role in the
passage of the Cybercrime Law. This is because we, as law enforcements
agents and prosecutors, know that, while technology for the most part has
had salutary effect on people's lives - offering choice and cheaper price for
consumers- it can also be quite disruptive, and they can make crimes
simultaneously more heinous and more difficult to detect, eliminate,
prosecute and penalize.
For instance, I have seen human traffickers use cyberspace to ply
their trade, to victimize the vulnerable. Through modern technology and
means of travel and communications, slavery - in all its ugly modern
forms - is not a thing of the past at all. It continues to destroy the lives
and dignity of human beings, including young children who are used,
abused and exploited for sexual purposes, facilitated by modern
technology, including the internet.
It is my understanding that the internet, likewise, gave birth and
continues to facilitate another problem for optometry. I understand that
we now have the proliferation, even in the Philippines, of web sites
offering frames, lenses and contact lenses online. The act of dispensing
these items constitute, by law, the practice of optometry.
By law,
therefore, these acts can only be done by licensed individuals such as
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optometrists.
So, unless there is some form of intervention or
involvement by optometrists, these acts would seem to violate the law.
But we know that it is software and algorithm that operate these websites,
with little, if at all, any human intervention, much less from optometrists.
So, on its face, there is a violation of the law.
But this is a novel situation. As far as I know this system of online
dispensing has not undergone judicial scrutiny to see if it passes legal
muster. What we therefore need is a test case. We need to get judicial
direction on this issue as it is one of first impression, as lawyers would
say. A test case would also put R.A. 8050 through what I would call a
stress test- whether it is robust enough to protect the profession against
such types of incursions, or whether it needs legislative shoring up. But we
need to know quite soon, as technology is unrelenting in its march and
reach. It waits for no one. Once this issue is resolved, hopefully in the
profession's favour, investigation and prosecution of offenders could
commence.
I am deeply gratified that, even as your profession looks inwardly
and tries to better itself by keeping up with the latest technical and
technological advances in the field through the seminars and scientific
sessions that you are conducting during this National Convention, you are
likewise projecting yourselves outwardly by seeking ways in which you can
improve on the delivery of vision care to our countrymen. Ultimately, for
all of us professionals- and that include lawyers, like me - the yardstick by
which we will be measured by the present and by posterity will be on how
faithful we have been in fulfilling our mandate of service to our
fellowmen. Service, after all, is the reason for being for all professions.
And rest assured that as Philippine optometry soldiers on to fulfill its
vision of service to the visual welfare of Filipinos, the Philippine
government and all of its agencies and instrumentalities - including the
Department of Justice - will stand by its side as a steadfast and ready
partner. You just have to trust us.
Maraming salamat po at mabuhay kayong lahat.
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